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ABSTRACT* 
 Lithium ion batteries (LIBs) have become the power source of choice for portable 
electronics and electric vehicles. With growing demand in these applications, batteries now require 
higher capacities, energy densities, and longer cycle lives. To meet these demands many new high 
capacity materials and electrode architectures are being researched but mechanical degradation 
during cycling has precluded their use in practical applications. At the same time, little is known 
regarding the mechanical properties of these high capacity electrodes during cycling. 
In this work, we begin by investigating interfacial detachment of nanowires (NW) from 
current collectors (CC) due to volume changes during cycling by performing finite element 
analyses to calculate the energy release rate under various conditions. The simulations show that 
the energy release rate of a surface crack decreases as it propagates along the NW/CC interface 
toward the center of the NW. Moreover, this work demonstrates that plastic deformation in the 
NWs drastically reduces stresses and thus the crack-driving forces, thereby mitigating interfacial 
fracture. 
This work also investigates the stress response and change in material properties of a V2O5 
thin film cathode during lithiation. We utilize nanoindentation to measure the hardness and elastic 
modulus of LixV2O5 as a function of lithium concentration. We also use a multi-beam optical 
sensor (MOS) to measure substrate curvature and Stoney’s equation to calculate stresses in the 
film.
  
ii 
We found that as lithium concentration increases, the modulus of  LixV2O5 also sees a 
general increase, while the hardness sees an initial increase though the 𝛿 phase followed by a 
decrease in both the 𝛾 and 𝜔 phases. The stress of the electrode correlates well with the “a” lattice 
parameter, which is aligned parallel to the surface of the substrate. The stress also demonstrates 
interesting sudden inflection points at times when multiple phases coexist. Once the electrode is 
cycled into the 𝜔 phase it becomes a rock-salt structure and exhibits an amorphous like stress 
accumulation. 
Overall, the results in this work provide instrumental data and guidelines for designing 
electrodes in high capacity batteries that will avoid mechanical degradation during electrochemical 
cycling.  
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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION AND LITERATURE REVIEW 
Introduction* 
Lithium ion batteries (LIBs) have become an ever increasing part of our everyday life. 
They are the power source of choice for innovative technologies such as portable electronics and 
electric vehicles and provide a means of storing power from alternative sources of renewable 
energy1-2. With growing demand, these applications now require batteries with higher capacities, 
energy densities, and longer cycle lives 3-5. To meet these demands many new materials and 
electrode architectures are being researched, but little is known about the mechanical properties 
and behaviors of these new high capacity electrodes. Studying these mechanical properties will 
allow for modeling and prediction of how future battery cells will behave and aid in the design of 
future high capacity LIBs that avoid mechanical degradation. 
Si Nanowires* 
Many electrodes are often nano-structured in the form of thin films, nanopillars, 
nanoparticles, or nanowires (NWs) 6-8. NWs are particularly popular due to the open space between 
them into which individual NWs can freely swell, thereby reducing stresses in the electrodes 9-10. 
These configurations also introduce shorter diffusion distances for the Li-ions, thus enabling high 
charge/discharge rates 7, 11-12. However, despite their advantages, NWs can still suffer mechanical 
degradation. For instance, Nguyen et al. found Si NWs floating in the electrolyte after cycles of 
lithiation/de-lithiation due to detachment of the NWs from the CC 10. 
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In addition to Si, NW electrodes of Ge, Co3O4, TiO2, and SnO2 have been implemented in LIBs 
13-17. 
Despite the prevalence of NWs in LIBs, only a few studies have analyzed the mechanics 
of their fracture. Ryu et al. studied lithiation of Si NWs and found a critical radius of 300 nm,
below which internal fracture was averted in both simulation and experiment 18. Liu et al. 19 also 
studied lithiated Si NWs and found anisotropic swelling under certain conditions, which resulted 
in large tensile hoop stresses which propagated internal cracks. While internal fractures of NWs 
have been studied, no mechanical studies have addressed a separate key concern: lithiation-
induced detachment of the NW from the CC. During lithiation, the NW expands but the CC does 
not. As a result, stresses are generated near the root of the NW, which may lead to detachment 
from the CC, thus diminishing the capacity of the battery 10.
Vanadium Oxide 
 Vanadium oxides demonstrates many interesting optical and chemical properties and have 
thus been exploited in applications such as smart windows20-22, sensors23-24, and lithium-ion 
batteries25-28. For applications in batteries, two compounds of vanadium oxide stand out as 
potential cathode materials, V2O5 and VO2(B) 29-31. Both of these compounds provide relatively 
high theoretical capacities to host lithium as compared to traditional cathode materials and have 
demonstrated excellent cyclability. In particular, V2O5 has demonstrated low capacity loss even at 
extremely large charging/discharging rates when cycled within certain phases 31-32. This thesis will 
focus on V2O5 and leave VO2(B) as future work. 
 Despite extensive research on V2O5, little is known regarding the mechanics of lithiated 
vanadium oxide, LixV2O5. Scarminio et al. and Talledo et al. used beam deflectometry to explore 
 3 
 
these properties in the 1990’s and studied how mechanical stresses develop in thin films of V2O5 
during lithiation 33-34. These studies provided qualitative data of stress evolution in these films and 
demonstrated a strong correlation between changes in lattice parameters and stress development. 
More recently, Jung et al. used optical interferometry to measure stress development over a larger 
range of lithiation and different charging rates 35-36. However, these studies make assumptions of 
constant mechanical and volumetric properties and only provide quantitative data over a small 
range of lithiation. This work will provide a quantitative analysis of the stress development in 
LixV2O5 films over the entire lithiation range, as well as characterize hardness and elastic modulus 
of LixV2O5 with the goal of providing invaluable data for future modeling applications. The 
hardness and elastic modulus for lithiated V2O5 have never been measured before, despite most 
modeling and stress calculations requiring them. 
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CHAPTER II  
SI NANOWIRES* 
 
This chapter analyzes detachment of NW electrodes from CCs during electrochemical 
cycling. We implemented finite element simulations to calculate the energy release rate associated 
with the propagation of a surface flaw during lithiation. The simulations also reveal the dependence 
of the energy release rate on the crack length, aspect ratio, NW radius, and yield strength. Overall, 
the results in this chapter provide design guidelines for averting NW/CC interfacial fractures 
during operation of LIBs. 
 
Numerical Procedure 
To simulate interfacial fractures along the NW/ CC interface, we performed finite element 
simulations in ABAQUS. The NW electrode is represented by an axisymmetric model of length 
h, radius r, and surface-crack length a as shown in Figure 1. Here, we implement an axisymmetric 
model for simplicity due to the absence of experimental data regarding the precise shape of the 
flaws at the NW/CC interface.  
Additionally, the crack driving force depends primarily on the length of the crack and less 
so on the precise shape (e.g., the width of the crack). During the initial step, the base of the NW 
was fixed to represent the constraint that the CC places on it. With this constraint in place, the NW 
swells due to the insertion of the lithium.  
 22 
We simulate this step by implementing thermal swelling to the same level of volume 
expansion associated with lithiation of the material (Figure 1b). As an example, Si swells by 280% 
upon lithiation to the fully lithiated state of Li3.75Si 37-38; a corresponding level of thermal strain 
was implemented to simulate these conditions, with large deformation taken into account (Nlgeom 
enabled in ABAQUS). In this step, it is assumed that enough time is allowed for diffusive 
equilibrium (e.g., as during slow charging) such that the concentration of lithium is uniform in the 
NW. We make this assumption due to the mechanics of the constraint of the CC near the NW/ CC 
interface; large stresses develop near this interface regardless of the precise lithiation kinetics. 
Likewise, we do not consider the effects of a two phase reaction-controlled process, as have been 
observed in some studies 39-42.  
In the final step, a crack of length a is introduced by opening a free surface of length a, 
starting at the surface of the NW and propagating along the NW/CC interface, as shown in Figure 
1c. The length of the crack is incrementally increased toward the center of the NW. During each 
step, ABAQUS computes the stresses and strains in the NW. The constitutive model employed in 
ABAQUS is essentially elastic-perfect-plastic but with a small amount of artificial strain hardening 
added to mitigate numerical issues in the simulation, i.e., to ensure convergence.  
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Figure 1. Schematics of a nanowire during the ABAQUS simulations. (a) The nanowire prior 
to lithiation and corresponding dimensions. (b) The nanowire as it expands during 
lithiation. The nanowire is fixed along the interface with the current collector, and the 
strain energy, U1, is computed. (c) A free surface of length a is introduced to represent a 
crack. The strain energy, U2, is calculated. The difference between the strain energies in (b) 
and (c) determines the crack driving force through Eq. 1. Reproduced with permission 
from 43. 
 
To calculate the crack driving force, we follow a method developed by Choi et al. 44 in the 
context of thin film silicon anodes. They successfully calculated the energy release rate in 
ABAQUS by computing the incremental change in the internal energy as the crack advances by a 
unit area. The energy release rate, G, is calculated as follows: 
 𝐺 = − డ௎
డ஺
= − ௎೔ି௎೔షభ
஺೔ି஺೔షభ
, (1) 
 where Ui represents the internal energies in the system when a crack is of a certain length (at step 
i) and Ai the areas of the uncracked regions at the same step, i.e., the quantity (𝐴௜ − 𝐴௜ିଵ) 
represents the area swept out by the crack during step i. In ABAQUS, the internal energy includes 
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both the recoverable strain energy as well as the energy dissipated by plastic deformation. 
Following standard practice 45, the crack driving force can also be written in the form: 
 𝐺 = 𝑍𝐸𝜀ଶ𝑎,  (2) 
where Z is a pre-factor that is a function of nondimensional variables, 𝐸 = 𝐸/(1 − 𝜈ଶ) is the plane 
strain modulus, 𝜈 the Poisson’s ratio, 𝜀 the strain (in this case from thermal strain), and 𝛼 the length 
of the crack. In this study, we will primarily examine the effects of non-dimensional parameters 
contained in the pre-factor, 𝑍 = 𝑓(ఙೊ
ா
, ௔
ோ
, ௛
ோ
), on the energy release rate. The three non-dimensional 
parameters represent the effect of plasticity, crack size (or NW radius), and aspect ratio, 
respectively, on the energy release rate. 
 
Results and Discussion 
Figure 2 shows the energy release rate as a function of crack size after full lithiation of a 
Si NW, which corresponds to 280% volume expansion. The NW had a radius of 200 nm, a height 
of 600 nm, and the material properties listed in Table I reported previously by Pharr et al 44.  The 
horizontal line in Figure 2 indicates an interfacial fracture energy of  Γ௜= 1.5 J/m2, which is 
representative of the interfacial energy of a Li3.75Si/Cu interface 46. The simulation models the 
evolution of the crack driving force as the crack advances incrementally toward the center of the 
NW. As can be seen in Figure 2, the energy release rate monotonically decreases to zero as the 
crack advances toward the center of the NW. This phenomenon occurs because, as the crack length 
approaches the radius of the NW, most of the stresses in the NW have already been relaxed, and 
thus the crack driving force has diminished. This result represents a key advantage of a NW 
electrode. That is, from our modeling, we predict that a NW will never completely delaminate 
from the CC due to lithiation alone. Specifically in our simulation of a fully lithiated silicon NW, 
 22 
propagation of a crack is no longer energetically favorable once G < Γ௜, represented by the 
intersection of the black curve with the horizontal red dashed curve in Figure 2. At this point, the 
crack will arrest and the NW will not completely delaminate from the CC. 
 
Figure 2. The energy release rate as a function of crack length (normalized by the radius of 
the NW) after full lithiation of a Si NW. The horizontal red dashed line indicates a 
representative value of the interfacial fracture energy of a Li3.75Si/Cu interface. Reproduced 
with permission from 43. 
 
Table 1. Mechanical properties of lithiated silicon 44 
 
Even if our simulations predict that a NW never entirely delaminates from the CC, crack 
propagation still has detrimental effects on the system. Crack propagation decreases the contact 
area between the NW and the CC. As a result, the area of the conducting path for electrons from 
 22 
the CC to the NW decreases, thereby increasing the resistance of the electrode. Similarly, if the 
crack propagates a large distance, only a small ligament remains that connects the NW to the CC. 
The remaining NW will be much more susceptible to full debonding due to subsequently applied 
external loads.  
As an additional note regarding Figure 2, we also simulated Si NWs lithiated to various 
states of charge. We found that the maximum energy release rate occurs upon full lithiation, so 
this work focuses on this critical worst-case scenario. We also simulated de-lithiation of a Si NW 
and found that the maximum energy release rates were much smaller than during lithiation. As a 
result, here, we focus on lithiation. We also performed simulations to evaluate the influence of the 
mechanical properties of the NW on interfacial fracture. To do so, we varied the yield strength in 
the simulations relative to the elastic modulus; the results are shown for a NW with a 200-nm 
radius and a 600-nm height for 10% volume expansion in Figure 3. For reference, from Table 1, 
Li0.47Si has a value of 𝜎௒/E = 1.4%. Figure 3 clearly indicates that the crack driving force increases 
monotonically with the yield strength of the material. This phenomenon occurs because the NWs 
are subjected to large swelling strains during lithiation. However, the yield strength of the NW sets 
a bound on the stress that can build up in the system. Smaller stresses due to smaller yield strengths 
result in smaller crack driving forces, as there is less stress to relax in the system. 
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Figure 3. The energy release rate as a function of the yield strength (normalized by the 
elastic modulus) for h/r = 3 and volumetric expansion of 10%. Reproduced with 
permission from 43. 
 
Figure 4 demonstrates the influence of the aspect ratio of the NW, h/r, on the energy release 
rate for a fully lithiated Si NW. The plot shows the energy release rate for a specific value of a/ r 
= 10% (Ga/r=10%) as a function of crack length. In the simulation, we used the material properties 
in Table 1. The key feature of this plot is that the energy release rate plateaus to a constant value 
above an aspect ratio of around h/r = 1. In other words, the energy release rate of a NW (for 
which ℎ/𝑟 ≫ 1) does not depend on the aspect ratio of the NW. Thus, all the simulations 
performed in this work apply equally well to NWs of any aspect ratio. The phenomenon can be 
explained by considering the mechanics of the constraint placed on the NW by the CC. Stresses 
exist near the NW/CC interface in a region whose height scales with the radius of the NW. At 
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distances (in the vertical direction) larger than this, the NW is stress-free. Thus, making the NW 
taller only adds unstressed regions to the NW and thus does not contribute to the energy release 
rate. As a final note related to Figure 4, we should comment that in the previous analyses (e.g., 
Fig. Figure 2 & Figure 3), we have used a relatively small aspect ratio of h/r = 3. However, Figure 
4 demonstrates that even this small aspect ratio is already in the plateau region. Thus, the previous 
simulations (Fig. Figure 2 & Figure 3) are indeed representative of the physics of a NW. 
 
Figure 4. The maximum energy release rate as a function of the aspect ratio of fully 
lithiated Si NW. Reproduced with permission from 43. 
 
Although the aspect ratio does not influence the energy release rate, the radius itself does. 
Figure 5 shows the dependence of the crack driving force (at a particular value of a/r = 10%) on 
the radius of the NW. We use the material properties listed in Table 1 and a fixed aspect ratio of 
h/r = 3 in the simulations. The plot shows that the energy release rate scales linearly with the radius 
of the NW. This result is intuitive in that the volume over which energy is dissipated when a crack 
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advances across the entire CC/NW interface should scale as r3 , while the area of the crack scales 
as r2 , thus leading to a linear scaling of the crack driving force with the radius of the NW (for a 
fixed value of h/r). As mentioned previously, crack propagation has detrimental effects on the 
electrode and thus should be avoided. 
 
Figure 5. The maximum energy release rate as a function of the radius of a fully-lithiated Si 
NW with an aspect ratio of h/r = 3. Reproduced with permission from 43. 
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CHAPTER III  
VANADIUM OXIDE 
 
This chapter analyzes the stress development during lithiation of vanadium oxide (V2O5) 
cathodes. It also characterizes the elastic modulus and hardness of LixV2O5 as a function of lithium 
concentration. 
Experimental Procedure 
Vanadium oxides were deposited using RF reactive ion sputtering. The target was a 2” 
diameter vanadium metal (99.7% purity) target. The substrates used were a 12.7 mm diameter 
mirror polished stainless steel disk for MOS measurements and a 12 mm x 12 mm indium tin oxide 
(ITO) coated float glass slide (Delta Technologies CB-50IN-0105) for nanoindentation 
measurements. The substrates were initially cleaned by a rinse of acetone, isopropanol, and then 
deionized water, which was repeated twice. The substrate was then placed in the sputtering 
chamber and the deposition conditions were as follows: < 10-8 Torr base pressure, 7.5 mTorr 
working pressure, 200 W RF power, and 36 cm working distance. The substrate was heated to 
400oC and oxygen and argon were flowed at 3.6 sccm and 20 sccm, respectively.  Pre-sputtering 
took place with only argon flowing for 5 minutes followed by another 5 minutes with oxygen also 
flowing. After deposition the heat source was removed and the substrate was allowed to cool 
naturally in a vacuum environment. A film of 140 nm and 530 nm was deposited on stainless steel 
and ITO coated glass, respectively. The film thickness was measure by a Bruker DektakXT Surface 
Profiler.  
Phase assignment was performed by X-ray Diffraction (XRD) using a Bruker D8 Advance 
Bragg−Brentano X-ray powder diffractometer with Cu Kα radiation (λ = 1.5418 Å). Figure 6 
 22 
shows the diffraction pattern of a V2O5 thin-film prepared on an ITO coated glass substrate. Here, 
peak positions in 2θ at 20.26° and 41.26° correspond to the (001) and (002) lattice planes, 
respectively, thereby demonstrating preferential growth of orthorhombic α-V2O5 (JCPDS #41-
1426) with Pmmn space group symmetry, with the c-axis perpendicular to the plane of the 
substrate. This preferential growth is in good agreement with previous reports 47-49. The remaining 
reflections can be assigned to the underlying ITO substrate. No additional reflections evident of 
impurities are present in the x-ray diffraction data, thereby indicating that the films consist of a 
pure phase of α-V2O5.  
 
Figure 6. Powder XRD pattern of V2O5 thin-film (λ= 1.5418 Å). The reflections 
corresponding to V2O5 are labeled as (hkl) and the symbol * is used to denote the 
reflections of the underlying ITO substrate. 
 
In addition, Raman spectra was collected by a Jobin-Yvon HORIBA LabRAM HR800 
instrument coupled to an Olympus BX41 microscope. Spectra were collected with excitation from 
* 
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the 514.5 nm line of an Ar-ion laser. Figure 7 displays the Raman spectra of a V2O5 thin film 
prepared on ITO coated glass. The frequencies of the nine Raman bands between 100-1000 cm-1 
can be assigned to the α-V2O5 polymorph and are in good agreement with the existing literature 50-
51. Moreover, the peaks are well-resolved, thereby indicating good crystallinity. Once again, a pure 
and single phase is evident here, as no other peaks were observed. 
 
Figure 7. Raman spectrum of V2O5 thin-film using an excitation of 514.5 nm. 
 
Electrochemical cycling of the electrodes was conducted in a split-cell with a 1.92 mm 
thick quartz window (MTI EQ-STC-QW) for MOS measurements and a quick assembly coin cell 
(MTI EQ-HSTC) for samples undergoing indentation. The cells were assembled in an argon-filled 
glovebox in a two-electrode configuration with Li as the counter electrode and a solution of 1 
mol/L LiPF6 in EC+EMC solvent with a 3:7 volumetric ratio (MTI EQ-LBC3015B-LD) as an 
electrolyte. After assembly the batteries were cycled using a PARSTAT MC Multichannel 
 22 
Potentiostat at a rate of 1/12 C and 1/5 C for MOS and indentation tests respectively using a 
theoretical capacity of  441 mAh/g, a density of 3.36 g/cm3, and measured thickness and area 31.  
 
Nanoindentation 
Assuming the vanadium oxide film is homogeneous and has a rate-independent elastic 
modulus on the same order of magnitude as the sputtering substrate, then the indentation sample 
can be modelled using the thin film model of Hay and Crawford 52. As illustrated in Figure 8, the 
shear moduli are modelled as a set of springs in series, weighted as according to the ratio of the 
contact radius to film depth. As both the film and substrate are indented, both the substrate and the 
film deform as springs in parallel, while a spring in series is added to model the lateral support of 
the film as the indentation depth increases. Using this model along with the Oliver-Pharr approach 
53 to determine contact area, the displacement and stiffness measurements were used to estimate 
the modulus and hardness of the vanadium oxide films. 
 
 
Figure 8. A schematic of the spring system used in the Hay and Crawford model 52,  
where the shear modulus are weighted as according to the ratio of contact diameter to film 
thickness. 
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The elastic modulus and hardness of the vanadium oxide cathode were measured using a 
Nanomechanics iMicro nanoindenter with an InForce 50 actuator. The displacement, stiffness, 
and hardness were recorded over nanoindentation tests conducted to a depth of 40% of the film 
thickness, using a loading rate of 0.2 ଵ
௦
, and a continuous stiffness measurement amplitude and 
frequency of 1.75 nm and 100 Hz, respectively. 
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Multi-beam Optical Sensor 
Substrate curvature measurements were taken with a k-Space Associates Multi-beam 
Optical Sensor (MOS). Figure 9 depicts the MOS set up where a laser is split in to parallel beams 
by a set of etalons. These beams then reflect off the back of the electrode and their positions are 
recorded by a CCD camera. The change in curvature is calculated from the geometric relation 
 𝛥𝐾 = (ௗబିௗ)
ௗబ
ቂ௖௢௦ఈ
ଶ௅
ቃ (2) 
  
where d is the distance between two adjacent laser spots captured on the CCD, 𝑑଴ is the initial 
distance between the laser spots, 𝛼 is the angle of refraction of the laser beams, and L is the distance 
between the CCD camera and electrochemical cell 3.  
  
Figure 9. Depiction of Multi-Beam Optical Sensor (MOS) setup used to measure substrate 
curvature. 
 
The average stress in the film during cycling was deduced by the measured change in 
curvature of the substrate and Stoney’s Equation 54-55: 
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 Δ𝜎 = ாೞ௛ೞ
మ
଺௛೑(ଵିఔೞ)
∆𝐾, (3) 
  
where Δ𝜎 is the average change in stress in the film, 𝐸௦ is the elastic modulus of the substrate, ℎ௦ 
and ℎ௙ is the thickness of the substrate and film respectively, 𝜈௦ is the Poisson’s ratio of the 
substrate, and ∆𝐾 is the change in curvature. In the equation, the values of 𝐸௦= 203 GPa, ℎ௦ = 
0.736 mm, and 𝜈௦ = 0.29 were used for the substrate. 
 Due to the highly aligned crystalline nature of V2O5, the relative change in thickness of the 
film is expected to vary linearly with the change in the lattice parameter “c”, which is perpendicular 
to the substrate. The values of this lattice parameter for LixV2O5 were reported by Jung et al. and 
used to calculate ℎ௙ in equation ) 35 Δ𝜎 =
ாೞ௛ೞమ
଺௛೑(ଵିఔೞ)
∆𝐾.   
 
Results and Discussion 
 Figure 10 below shows a representative discharge curve of one of the V2O5 electrodes. As 
the electrode discharges it goes through a series of phase transformations; plateaus in the curve 
indicate regions in which two phases coexist. The 𝛼, 𝜖, and 𝛿 phases are all orthorhombic; cycling 
into these phases is reversible. The next phase, 𝛾, is partially irreversible and also orthorhombic 
but has significant puckering or buckling of the V2O5 layers, as can be seen in Figure 11 56. As the 
V2O5 finally transforms to the 𝜔 phase it becomes a weakly crystalline rock-salt structure; cycling 
into this phase is irreversible 36.  
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Figure 10. Example discharge curve showing the ranges of various V2O5 phases. The red 
stars indicate positions at which cells were disconnected while in a single phase for nano-
indentation. 
 
 
Figure 11. Crystal structure of different phases of LixV2O5 56. 
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During the phase changes, the lattice parameters largely vary, particularly the “a” and “c” 
lattice parameter as can be seen in Table 2 . These changes in lattice parameter correspondingly 
produce significant changes in the elastic modulus, hardness, and stress accumulation during 
cycling, as described in detail in the following sections.  
 
Table 2. LixV2O5 lattice parameters during lithiation 36 
Lattice  
Parameters LixV2O5 
  x=0.0 x=0.4 x=1 x=1.4 x=2.0 x=3.0 
a (Ă) 11.51 11.38 11.25 11.42 9.69 4.1 
b (Ă) 3.56 3.57 3.6 3.57 3.6 4.1 
c (Ă) 4.37 4.51 4.96 4.96 5.34 4.1 
 
 
Nanoindentation 
At the starred points labelled in Figure 10, electrodes were disconnected and tested by 
nanoindentation. Each phase was verified by XRD included in the Supplementary Information and 
Table 3 shows the results of these experiments. Each sample exhibits a large standard 
deviation in its properties, which we attribute primarily to the surface morphology of the samples, 
as shown in Figure 12. This rough surface affects the accuracy of the area function used in 
nanoindentation and likely leads to an under representation of quantitative data; however, the 
qualitative trends of the data are still meaningful due to the large sample size. This large sample 
size also decreases the standard error of the mean and increases the probably that the reported 
average is an accurate representation of the sample mean. Each transition between phases, aside 
from the 𝛿 to 𝛾 transition, also passes the two sample Student T-Test with a p-value of <0.05 which 
shows that the properties of the phases are significantly different from one another. 
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Table 3. Mechanical Properties of LixV2O5 
 Phase LixV2O5 Modulus 
Modulus  
Std. Dev. 
Modulus 
Std. Error 
of Mean 
P value 
(from 
above 
test)  Hardness 
Hardness  
Std. Dev. 
Hardness 
Std. Error 
of Mean 
P value 
(from 
above 
test)  n 
     GPa    
𝛼 0 17.8 7.5 0.82 ---------- 0.38 0.18 0.020 ---------- 84 
𝜖 0.4 10.2 3.07 0.34 <0.0001 0.33 0.10 0.011 0.0389 80 
𝛿 0.7 24.6 7.48 0.90 <0.0001 1.01 0.41 0.050 <0.0001 68 
𝛾 2 22.1 10.96 0.99 0.0879 0.79 0.45 0.041 0.001 122 
𝜔 3 34.7 14.67 1.56 <0.0001 0.42 0.42 0.045 <0.0001 88 
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Figure 12. SEM image of rough surface morphology due to polycrystalline growth during 
sputtering 
 
 The results in 
Table 3 are plotted in Figure 13 below to visualize the trends of modulus and hardness. As lithium 
concentration increases in the electrode, the modulus correspondingly shows a general increase. 
This trend likely occurs due to a combination of both increased interstitial Li ions and the evolution 
of crystal structure. The hardness of the electrode displays a general increase with lithium 
concentration through the 𝛿 phase followed by a decrease through the 𝛾 and 𝜔 phases. This trend 
may occur due to a mechanism similar to solid solution strengthening, in which initially inserted 
interstitial atoms harden a material, but eventually the behavior of the softer interstitial atoms 
begins to dominate the overall response in hardness.  
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Figure 13. Modulus and Hardness vs. LixV2O5 
 
Stress Analysis 
After assembly of the quartz window split cell, the battery was rested for 14 hours to allow 
for equilibrium. The cell was then charged to 4V and was cycled twice through the 𝛼 − 𝜖 − 𝛿 
phases, the cycling of which is quite reversible. Finally, the cell was cycled twice all the way to 
the 𝜔 phase; in these cycles, irreversible structural changes occur after the first discharge.   
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Figure 14. Electrochemical charge/discharge cycling curve of V2O5 
 
 As the electrode is cycled through the 𝛼 − 𝜖 − 𝛿 phases the “a” lattice parameter, which is 
parallel to the surface of the film, monotonically decreases. While the “b” lattice parameter has the 
opposite trend and mitigates the effect, this decrease causes an overall trend of increasing tensile 
stress as can be seen in Figure 15. There are also a few inflection points, depicted in the red regions 
marked on the figure, where stress momentarily becomes more compressive before returning to a 
negative slope during discharge and the opposite during charging. These results agrees 
qualitatively with previously reported data in literature 33-36.   
These inflection points seen in both of the 𝛼 − 𝜖 − 𝛿 cycles and are correlated with sections 
of the charge/discharge curve where multiple phases coexist. This behavior possibly arises from 
some interphase solubility of Li ions when there are two co-present phases, causing an increase in 
compressive stress, but further insight is needed to conclusive find the cause of this phenomenon. 
Lithiating and delithiating through these phases also does not incur significant residual stresses 
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after each full cycle; this reversibility in stresses goes hand-in-hand with the electrochemical 
reversibility. 
 
 
Figure 15. First (a) and second (b) cycles and associated stress accumulation 
 
 Figure 16 (a) depicts the first electrochemical cycle of the electrode through the full 
potential range (through the 𝜔 phase) and the corresponding stress accumulation. The same trend 
of overall tensile stress build up with sudden inflections occurs during the early part of the lithiation 
cycle, marked in red, with an additional inflection point in the range where 𝛿 transforms into 𝛾. In 
the region starting at approximately x=1.47, designated in green, the stress correlates again with 
the “a” lattice parameter, which initially begins to lengthen, causing an increase in compressive 
stress, followed by a sharp contraction as it enters the 𝜔 phase. This large and irreversible structural 
change generates a large increase in the tensile stress in the film.  
 The overall trends observed in figure 16 (a) are in agreement with previously reported 
results of cycling through the 𝜔 phase, but differ in the magnitude of stress change. Both Scarminio 
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et al. and Jung et al. reported an increase of compressive stress in the range of x=1 to 2 that was 
greater than the tensile stress accumulated from x=0 to 1. In the case of Jung et al. this could be 
the result of cycling through the semi-reversible 𝛾 phase multiple times before cycling all the way 
to 𝜔, but it is unclear what causes the discrepancy between the results of Scarminio et al. and those 
reported here 33, 36  
 
 
Figure 16. First (a) and second (b) cycle and over full discharge range (4-1.5 V) which 
results in an irreversible structural change after the first discharge.  
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 During the charging section of Figure 16 (a) the electrode has transformed into a weakly 
crystalline “rock-salt” type structure. There is a complex stress accumulation that occurs during 
this charging period where there are many inflections of stress accumulation and a slight trend of 
more compressive stress. This could be due structural damage the occurred while transforming 
into the 𝜔 phase. More insight is needed about the kinetics of the material during lithiation to be 
able to definitively identify the cause of this behavior.  
Figure 16 (b) shows the effect of permanent structural change of the V2O5 electrode on 
subsequent cycling. There is an 11.2% loss of capacity as well as significant residual stress that is 
not relaxed from the previous cycle. The 𝜔 phase, which no longer undergoes any phase 
transformations during lithiation, becomes more compressive as more lithium is added which is 
the opposite of previous cycles and agrees with trends previously reported 33, 36. The overall stress 
accumulation in this cycle is very comparable to that seen in amorphous materials such as silicon 
and implies a similar structure 57.  
 
Future Work 
 Most of the quantitative analysis provided above assumes a thin, homogeneous, and 
smooth film. Figure 12 shows that the morphology of the film tested was a rough polycrystalline 
film that is far from ideal for treatment as a thin film. For nanoindentation, this surface roughness 
greatly impacts the calculated area function that is used in determining elasticity and hardness 
measurements. The morphology of the film also appears to be made up of discrete or loosely 
connected pillars, which likely affect the stress calculation used in the MOS measurements. If 
these are indeed pillars, they would only be constrained at their base, with room to expand laterally 
further away from the base. This situation would cause an underestimation of the stress developed 
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in a real thin film, as only a fraction of the force produced from lithiation would be transferred to 
the substrate here (as can be seen from the work in Chapter 2.) 
The future work for increasing the confidence in and accuracy of the reported results 
centers around improving the morphology to more closely resemble a thin film. We believe that 
such a morphology can be achieved by changing sputtering parameters such as process pressure 
and temperature, cooling rates, or first creating an amorphous film and then annealing it to create 
the desired crystal structure.
 
 
 
  
 *Part of this chapter has been reprinted with permission from “Interfacial Fracture of Nanowire Electrodes of Lithium-Ion 
Batteries” by G. R. Hardin, Y. Zhang, C. D. Fincher et al, 2017. JOM Journal of the Minerals, Metals and Materials Society, 69, 
9, Copyright 2017 by Springer Nature 
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CHAPTER IV  
CONCLUDING REMARKS* 
Using finite element simulations in ABAQUS, we have investigated fractures at the 
interface between a NW electrode and a CC in LIBs as a function of geometric and material 
parameters. We have found that the energy release rate decays to zero as the crack length 
approaches the radius of the NW. As a result, the crack either (1) does not propagate at all or (2) 
arrests at a length smaller than the radius of the NW. However, crack initiation has detrimental 
effects on the system in that it can (1) increase the electrical resistance of the system and/or (2) 
increase the susceptibility of the NW to complete delamination upon subsequent external 
mechanical loading. 
We also find that the energy release rate is independent of the aspect ratio but increases 
linearly with the radius of the NW. Furthermore, we find that plasticity in the NW during lithiation 
significantly affects the energy release rate; materials with relatively low yield strengths limit the 
stresses build up in the system, thus reducing crack-driving forces. As a final note, our analysis of 
crack initiation depends on the value of the interfacial energy of the NW/CC interface. Because 
relatively few interfacial energies have been determined in these systems, we hope this study will 
motivate future experimental and first-principles simulations to determine the interfacial energies 
of materials of practical relevance in LIB systems. 
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Utilizing nanoindentation and MOS measurements, we calculated the modulus, hardness, 
and stress evolution of LixV2O5 during electrochemical cycling through the entire lithiation range. 
We found that the modulus shows a general and gradual increase with further lithiation, while 
hardness sees a general increase through the 𝛿 phase followed by a monotonic decrease. The stress 
of the film correlates well with the change in the “a” lattice parameter, but includes some 
interesting sudden inflections when multiple phases coexist. After transforming into the weakly 
crystalline rock-salt 𝜔 phase, the films sees an increase in compressive stress with lithium 
insertion. During charging, this phase displays amorphous like behavior likely due to the structural 
damage incurred during the irreversible phase transformation. 
 Future work in this area should target changing the morphology of the produced V2O5 film 
to make it more closely resemble a homogenous thin film. Doing so would improve the accuracy 
of the assumptions made when calculating modulus, hardness, and stress and would increase the 
accuracy of the reported data.  
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APPENDIX  
 
 
Figure 17. Raw XRD of LixV2O5 phases that underwent nanoindentation testing 
 
